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Hard Words
In language communities all over the world, children characteristically learn the word that (in their
native tongue) means dog before they learn idea and they learn jump before think. Easy answers as
to what accounts for this progression from "easy" to "hard" words are defeated by realizing that
congenitally blind children learn the meanings of look and see as fast and as systematically as do
sighted children.
In this talk I outline an overlapping but intrinsically ordered series of steps through which novices
move in representing the lexical forms and phrase structures of the exposure language, a
probabilistic multiple-cue learning process known as syntactic bootstrapping, which predicts and (in
part) explains the typological growth of vocabulary. I will concentrate detailed attention on two
types of verb that pose principled obstacles to "learning by observation." These are perspective
verbs (e.g., chase and flee) and credal verbs (e.g., think and know).
Overall the conclusion is that the bottleneck in word learning that we see in young children has more
to do with the restriction on information sources -- a "poverty of the stimulus" problem -- than on
conceptual restrictions or inadequacies in the young child.
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